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Longing for that far-away feeling? 

With a little clever creativity, you can 

conjure up a postcard-perfect parallel 

right in your own backyard. Start from 

the ground up, with our sand-textured 

Ocean slabs — then amp up the 

ambiance with lounge-worthy furniture 

and linens, rope decor and  an outdoor 

shower with climbing vines. 

Hideaway  
retreat

Ocean Grande slab in Beige Cream, p. 64  
& Victorien paver trim in Onyx Black, p. 94
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Working with a large piece of flat land? Layering your landscape with pavilions or 

areas with different heights allows you to create intimate areas in your outdoor 

space. This will create focus around your favorite features such as waterfalls and 

flower beds or help other features such as hot tubs blend in. It’s a dynamic way to 

keep the eye moving fluidly while telling a singularly chic story.

Layer your landscape 
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Raffinato wall in Greyed Nickel & Onyx Black, p. 120, 
Raffinato cap in Greyed Nickel, p. 136,  
Blu Various sizes slab in Greyed Nickel, p. 52  
& Raffinato step in Greyed Nickel, p. 142 (right)
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Define your spaces outdoors 

When it comes to creating rooms outdoors, definition and separation will allow you to showcase your spaces.  

Infuse function and beauty through contrasting colors, textures and mosaic patterns at ground level that will 

create separation between dining and lounging.  Break up your space even further with a lower firepit area and 

privacy wall for the ultimate late-night leisure that will convert a standard space into a warm welcome.
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Blu Grande smooth in Greyed Nickel, p. 52,  
Valet paver, p.93 and Squadra paver, p. 91 in Onyx Black, 
& Raffinato Cap in Greyed Nickel, p. 136 (left)

Blu Various Slate slab in Shale Grey, p. 50 &  
Blu 6x13 Smooth slab in Onyx Black, p. 52 (top right)

Industria paver in Greyed Nickel, Shale Grey,  
Chestnut Brown & Onyx Black, p. 84 (bottom right)
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Blu Grande slab in Shale Grey, p. 52 (left)

Blu various sizes slab in Greyed Nickel, p. 52 (top left) & 
Ocean Grande slab in Beige Cream, p. 64 (top right)

Industria slab in Shale Grey, p. 62 &  
Victorien paver in Onyx Black, p. 94 (bottom right)
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Take a walk  
on the styled side

From path to pool to firepit, walkways guide 

us through the design story and lead us right 

to where we want to go: your property’s 

most inviting spaces. And while simple and 

straightforward can sometimes be sublime, 

our creative collection of unique textures, 

finishes, colors and shapes may inspire you 

to step to a different beat and wander off in 

a stunning new style direction. 



Firepit & bench :  
Borealis slab in Riviera, p. 54  
& Blu Grande polished slab in  
Greyed Nickel, p. 52 (top left)

Kitchen: Brandon wall in Shale Grey,  
p. 112 (bottom left)

Table: Graphix wall in Greyed Nickel & 
Onyx Black, p. 114 (right)

Outdoor spaces you love to live in 

go well beyond basic these days. Our 

cleverly coordinated collections come 

together to create statement-making 

designs that are truly one-of-a-kind. 

From custom furniture to al-fresco 

kitchens, fire features, bars and beyond, 

we make it possible to create outdoor 

areas that are everything but cookie-

cutter. You’ll never have to coax your 

guests to take the party outside again.

Custom  
designs that 
really stack up
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Para slab in Greyed Nickel, p. 66  
& Raffinato cap in Greyed Nickel, p. 136
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Outdoor spaces are made to be enjoyed. Spend less time caring for them and 

more time admiring them by incorporating hardscaping elements that help keep 

maintenance to a minimum. Make high quality stones your highlight and let  

low-care greenery play a supporting role: It’s a perfectly pleasing way to minimize 

mowing and mulching and maximize your me-time.

The luxury of low maintenance 
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Custom grill island: Graphix wall in Beige Cream, p. 114  
with Borealis wall in Sauvignon Oak, p. 110 (top left)

Borealis slab in Smoked Pine & Sauvignon Oak, p. 54 (top right)

Raffinato wall in Beige Cream & Onyx Black, p. 120 &  
Travertina slab in Ivory, p. 65 (bottom left)

When it comes to continuity, beige can be 

beautiful. But don’t be afraid to step beyond: 

you can exercise your off-white options by 

injecting shots of color, texture and scale into 

that dreamy cream landscape. It’s a playful 

way to add interest, without drawing too far 

outside the lines. 

Beyond beige 



Hexa slab in Beige Cream and Chestnut Brown, p. 60  
& Westmount paver in Chestnut Brown, p. 95

Custom firepit & bench: Graphix wall in Beige Cream, p. 114  
with Borealis wall in Sauvignon Oak, p. 110
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Color More than just  
shades of grey
Play with our palette of coordinating  

and contrasting hues to inject visual  

interest and create a customized  

look that’s right on tone.

The Design Pillars
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Carefully deconstructed color play is pure 

delight for the eye. Create a subtle sense of 

continuity by experimenting with light and 

dark shades from the same palette.

Hexa HD2+ Smooth in Beige Cream,  
Greyed Nickel, Chestnut Brown & Onyx Black
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Lay down the line at your home’s entrance 

with strips of contrasting color that lead  

the way straight to ‘welcome’.

A strong geometric pattern displays 

a slightly softer side when built from 

sophisticated shades of grey.

Diamond HD2 Smooth in Shale Grey paired with  
Industria 600x100 HD2 Granitex in Onyx Black

Industria 600x600 HD2 Smooth in Shale Grey,  
Greyed Nickel and Onyx Black
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Texture

The Design Pillars

When it comes 
to striking spaces,  
finish first
Creative textures trick the eye and add 

a winning touch to every outdoor space, 

leading us in bold new directions. 
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Square dance: The strikingly wood-like  

appearance of Borealis slabs fall perfectly 

into line when partnered with textured 

Travertina Raw slabs.

The spectacular woven effect created 

by smaller, rough-hewn Valet pavers 

amongst elegant Ocean slabs keeps the 

eye guessing and your guests swooning.

Travertina Raw HD2 in Ivory paired with 
Borealis HD2 in Hazelnut Brandy

Ocean Grande HD2 in Greyed Nickel  
paired with Valet in Onyx Black 
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Texture is a brilliant way to add a subtle shakeup 

to your outdoor floor plan. Laying tone-on-tone 

but different-textured Diamond pavers in  

a seemingly random pattern looks at once 

casual and perfectly polished. 

Diamond HD2 Granitex in Beige Cream 
paired with Diamond HD2 Smooth  
in Beige Cream
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Scale Try this on for size
Whatever your stone style, spectacular comes 

in all shapes and sizes. And who says you have  

to choose? Bring them all into the picture for  

a mingling melange that never gets stale.

The Design Pillars





Tiny tiles are back in a big way.  Intricately 

layed out square pavers trick the eye to 

create strikingly large scale impact.

Squadra in Shale Grey 
& Onyx Black
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Have an affection for a particular 

collection? Clever combos of size and 

color in the same stone are a clean 

way to keep the story consistent 

while showcasing a little creativity.

Make a no-holds-barred statement 

with slim and linear pavers that 

create gentle movement when set 

against large stones.

Industria HD2 Smooth, 600x300 in Greyed 
Nickel, 600x200 in Shale Grey, 600x100 & 
300x150 in Onyx Black

Westmount HD2+ in Shale Grey & Onyx Black  
paired with Industria 600x600 in Shale Grey
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The design 
playground

Mix & match
Shapes and colors. Scales and proportions.  

Materials and finishes. This is where every element  

comes to play in a perfectly orchestrated game  

of style mastery.

The Design Pillars
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We love naturals. Thoughtful planning of our color selection means that all 

your favorite shades show up in multiple collections, making it easy for you 

to mix, match and contrast to your heart’s content. Refer to our color chart 

on p.158 to find which products are available in your favorite colors.

The Design Playground

Colors 

Red & Black Burgundy Chocolate 
Brown

Smoked Pine

Rock Garden 
Brown

Hazelnut 
Brandy

Baja Beige

Sauvignon 
Oak

Ivory

Victoria

RivieraAzzurro

Carbon

Onyx Black

Charcoal

Shale Grey

Grey

Greyed 
Nickel

Beige 
Cream

Champlain 
Grey

Sandlewood

Mojave 
Beige

Chestnut 
Brown

Merlot

Natural ingredients are present 
within the recipe to allow for a range 
in tones, veining and textures from 

one stone to another. Color samples 
are for reference only and actual 

product colors may vary.
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They may be concrete, but we prefer to call them 

trompe l’œil. These textures trick the eye with 

surface appearances that range from super smooth 

to ultra-detailed, and stay true even to the touch.

Textures 

Polished Smooth

Granitex

HD2 Smooth

HD2+ Smooth

HD2 Granitex HD2 Slate Slate Natural Stone

Basalt Ocean WavesSplit Face WoodBrushed Travertine Sand Dunes

Scale 
Mind the scale you’re working with. 

Larger stones are fit for grand 

spaces while smaller ones are ideal 

for banding, contouring and mosaics.



Landscape Catalog




